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The PermaNET rock glacier dataset includes 7 inventories from:
- Italy (Valle d’Aosta, Piemonte, Veneto, Trentino)
- Austria 
- Switzerland (Ticino)
- France (Massif du Combeynot)

with a total of 4795 rock glaciers



  

From Boeckli et al. 2012 “A statistical approach to modelling permafrost distribution in the
European Alps or similar mountain ranges” The Cryosphere, 6, 125–140, 2012.

The final data set used as basis for the model development includes 2184 intact and 4218 relict rock glaciers from
Austria, France, Italy and Switzerland



  

PermaNET guidelines for contributors



  

PermaNET guidelines for contributors



  

RG inventory of Valle d’Aosta



  

Total 937 rockglaciers
409 intact (active & incative)
538 relict

RG inventory of Valle d’Aosta
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RG inventory of Valle d’Aosta
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RG inventory of Valle d’Aosta

An almost perfect correspondence exists in 9 cases in features bounding; in 
these cases also main rock glacier characteristics, such as degree of activity, 
geometry and elevation of the front, correspond. In 6 cases one operator 
bounds the feature while the other only puts a preliminary localisation point; in 
4 cases preliminary points match while in 9 cases there is no agreement.  
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conclusions
- an high degree of subjectivity affects rock glacier 
definition (localisation, bounding, features)
- the uncertainty concerns rock glaciers with a 
poorly evident shape. Good agreement exists for 
sharply-defined ones
- some parameters are defined with a better 
agreement: min front elevation, degree of activity, 
geometry
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